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MODEL or GLOBAL WATER CYCLE ON REGIONAL BASIS
ABSTRACT
The Water Model is intended to provide an
estimation of the long range development of global
water cycles. The model consists essentially of a
demand and supply submodel. The demand part is
determined by the economic development, degree of
industrialization, type and intensity of agriculture
and population level. The supply side is represented
in terms of surface water, ocean and sea water, ground
water and the water in the atmosphere.
By specifying appropriate scenaria the user of
the model can investigate the effects of different
growth rates for population and economic growth on
the regional water cycle. In order to account for
the great importance of cooling water for thermo-
electrical power generation, installed power capacity
is treated as a scenario variable in the model.
It should be pointed out that the model in it's
present state is a water quantity model, and does
not explicitly deal with the water quality.
For a detailed report on the model see [6].
I. MATHEMATICS OF THE WATER MODEL
The Water Model uses an extensive list of variables and













Initial year for model computations (= 1975)
Last year to be considered (= 2025)
Gross regional product
Growth rate of gross regional product
Industrial water demand
Increment of industrial water demand
Coefficient relating industrial water demand
to GRP
Industrial production, coefficient
Industrial water demand of land surface water
Industrial water demand of land water, coefficient






























Industrial water demand of ocean water,
coefficient
Industrial \'later demand of ground water
Industrial water demand of ground water,
coefficient
Industrial waste water
Industrial waste water, coefficient
Water for industry recycled
Water for industry recycled, coefficient
Water that is returned from industrial sector
Industrial water returned, coefficient
Water returned from industrial sector to land
Water returned from industrial sector to land,
coefficient
Water returned from industrial sector to ocean
water
Water returned from industrial sector to ocean
water, coefficient
Water returned from industrial sector to ground
water





Increment of domestic water demand
Domestic water demand of ground water
Domestic water demand of ground water, coefficient
Domestic water demand of land surface water
Domestic water demand of land surface water,
coefficient
Domestic water demand of ocean water
Domestic water demand of ocean water, coefficient
Waste water from domestic use
Waste water from domestic use, coefficient





























Domestic waste water that is returned,
coefficient
Domestic waste water returned to ground
Domestic waste water returned to ground,
coefficient
Domestic waste water returned to land
Domestic waste water returned to land,
coefficient
Domestic waste water returned to ocean
Domestic waste water returned to ocean,
coefficient
Arable land
Growth rate of arable land
Agricultural water demand
Increment of agricultural water demand
Waste water from agricultural use
Waste water from agricultural use, coefficient
Agricultural waste water returned
Agricultural waste water returned, coefficient
Agricultural water demand of ground water
Agricultural water demand of ground water,
coefficient
Agricultural water demand of land surface water
Agricultural water demand of land surface water,
coefficient
Agricultural water demand of ocean water
Agricultural water demand of ocean water,
coefficient
Agricultural waste water returned to ground
Agricultural waste water returned to ground,
coefficient
Agricultural waste water returned to land
Agricultural waste water returned to land,
coefficient
Agricultural waste water returned to ocean






































Increment of cooling water demand
Coefficient relating cooling water demand to
GRP
Cooling water demand of land surface water
Cooling water demand of land surface water,
coefficient
Cooling water demand of ocean water
Cooling water demand of ocean water, coefficient
Cooling water demand of ground water
Cooling water demand of ground water, coefficient
Waste water from cooling processes
Waste water from cooling processes, coefficient
Cooling water returned
Cooling water returned, coefficient
Cooling water returned to land surface water
Cooling water returned to land surface water,
coefficient
Rain on land
Rain on land, cultural, rate
Rain on land, natural
Rain on ocean
Rain on ocean, cultural, rate
Rain on ocean, natural
Snow on land
Snow on land, cultural, rate
Snow on land, natural
Snow on ocean
Snow on ocean, cultural, rate
Snow on ocean, natural
Water from land surface to atmosphere
Water from land to atmosphere per unit surface,
coefficient
Water from ocean to atmosphere
Water from ocean to atmosphere per unit surface,
coefficient
Total snow on land
Snow melting, coefficient



































Ocean water due to desalting
Ocean water due to desalting initial value
Increment of water due to land management
Increment of water due to desalting
Increment of ocean water used
Water due to land management
Ocean water used (without desalting)
Cooling water demand of ground water
Cooling water demand of ground water, coefficient
Water that goes from ground water to land
surface water
Water that goes from ground water to land
surface water, coefficient
Water ｴ ｨ ｾ ｴ goes from land surface to ground water
Water that goes from land surface to ground water,
coefficient
Total ground water
Water that goes from land surface to ocean water
Water that goes from land surface to ocean water,
coefficient
Total land surface water
Total water impounded
Total water impounded, coefficient
Water from land for industry, planned
Water from land for industry, coefficient
Water from ocean for industry, planned
Water from ocean for industry, coefficient
Ground water to industry, planned
Ground water to industry, coefficient
Ocean water to industry due to desalting
Ocean water to industry due to desalting,
coefficient
Water to industry due to land management






































Total water for industry, planned
Land surface water for domestic use, planned
Land surface water for domestic use, coefficient
Ocean water for domestic use, planned
Ocean water for domestic use, coefficient
Ground water for domestic use, planned
Ground water for domestic use, coefficient
Domestic water due to desalting, planned
Domestic water due to desalting, coefficient
Domestic water due to land management, planned
Domestic water due to land management, coefficient
Total water for domestic use, planned
Land surface water for agriculture, planned
Land surface water for agriculture, coefficient
Ocean water for agriculture, planned
Ocean water for agriculture, coefficient
Ground water for agriculture, planned
Ground water for agriculture, coefficient
Agricultural water due to desalting, planned
Agricultural water due to desalting, coefficient
Agricultural water due to land management,
planned
Agricultural water due to land management,
coefficient
Total water for agriculture, planned
Cooling water from land surface water, planned
Cooling water from land surface water, coefficient
Cooling water from ocean water, planned
Cooling water from ocean water, coefficient
Cooling water from ground water, planned
Cooling water from ground water, coefficient
Cooling water due to desalting, planned
Cooling water due to desalting, coefficient
Cooling water due to land management, planned
Cooling water due to land management, coefficient
Total cooling water, planned

















Difference between doemstic water supply and
demand
Difference between agricultural water supply and
demand
Difference between cooling water supply and demand
Non-hydro power capacity
Increment of installed non-hydro-electric power
capacity
Installed hydro-electric power capacity
Increment of installed hydro-electric power
capacity
Difference between energy supply and demand
Energy consumption per capita
Ratio of effective to installed hydro capacity
Ratio of F1\CT to total land surface water
Ratio of FACT to total ground water
Accumulative sum of industrial, agricultural
and domestic water demand
Control parameter
B. Model Equations
Using the above notation the model equations are as
follows:
B.1 Water Demand
GRPt +1 = GRPt . (1 + GRPR)
ｾ {WIt + GRWI t for ISWC1 =
WI t +1 WIK . IPK . GRP t +1 for ISWC1 ｾ
WILt - WILK · WIt
WIOt = WIOK · WIt
WIGt = WIGK · WIt.
WIVJt = WIWK · WIt
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WIRC t == WIRCK · WIWt
WIRt == WIRK · WIWt
WIRLt == WIRLK · WIRt
WIROt == WIROK · WIRt
WIRGt == WIRGK · WIRt
POPt +1 == POP · (1 + POPR)t




(1 + POPR) for ISWC1 f.
WDG t == WDGK · WD t
WDL t == WDLK · WD t
WDOt == WDOK · WD t




WDRGt == WDRGK · WDRt
WDRLt == WDRLK · WDR t
WDROt == WDROK · WDRt




• (1 + ALDR) for ISWC1 f
WAWt == WAWK · WAt




WALt == WALK · WAt
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WAO t = WAOK • WAt
ALt +1 = ALt (1 + ALDR)
WARG t = WARGK WARt
WARL t = WARLK • WARt
WARO t = WAROK • WARt
WIC t +1
ｾ {WICt + GRWIC t
WICK • GRPt+1
WICLt = WICLK · WIC t
WICOt = WICOK • WIC t
WICG t = WICGK WIC t
WICWt = WICWK · WICt
HICRLt = WICRLK . WIC t
WICR = WICRK . WICt
B.2 Water Resources
RL = (1 + RLC)
·
RLN
RO = (1 + ROC)
·
RON
SL = (1 + SLC)
·
SLN
SO = (1 + SOC)
·
SON
WLA = WLASK . LS
WOA = WOASK . OS
TSL = (1 - SHK) . SL
WSL = SMK . TSL
XWLMt +1 = XWLMt + GIWLt
for ISWC1 = 1
for ISWC1 -:f 1
I
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TWSWLt + 1 = TWSWLt + GIWOt
WGLt = WGLK • TWGt
WLG = WLGK • TWLt t
WLOt = WLOK • TWLt
- WDL t + WDRL t - WALt + WARLt + RL
TWIMt = TWIMK • TWLt
B.3 Water Supply
WLIPt = WLIPK • TWL t
WOIP t = WOIPK • TWSWLt
WGIP t = WGIPK · TWG t
WOSIP t = WOSIK • TWS t
WLMIP t = WLMIK • XWLMt
WIP =.:: WLIP t + WOIP t + WGIP t + WOSIP t + WLMIP tt
WLDPt = WLDPK • T\\lL t
WODP t = WODPK • TWSWLt
WGDP t = WGDPK • TWGt





WDP = WLDP t + WODP t + WGDP t + WOSDPt + WLMDP tt
WLAP t = WLAPK · TWLt
WOAP t = WOAPK · TWSWLt
WGAP t == WGAPK · TWG t
WOSAP t = WOSAK · TWSt
WLMAP t = WLMAK · XWLMt
WAP = WLAPt + WOAPt + WGAPt + WOSAP t + WLMAP tt
WLICP t = WLICPK · TWLt
WOICP t = WOICPK · TWSWLt
WGICP t = WGICPK • TWGt
WOSICPt = WOSICK • TWS t
WLMICPt = WLMICK • XWLMt
WICPt = WLICPt + WOICP t + WOSICP t + WLMICPt + WGICP t
B.4 Criteria
ENHt +1 = ENHt + TINH t ' 1000.0
EHt +1 = EHt + TIEHt • 1000.0
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PINDl t : FACTt/TWLt
PIND2 t : FACTt/TWG t
II. TERMINAL INPUT AND DATA BASE
A. Requests from the Model
In order to run the model you have to specify the region
and the scenario number for which you want the model to
produce a run. For this purpose the model will issue some
appropriate requests (this will only occur under DOS) :
"ENTER REGION, E.G. 06"
At this request you may specify the region you are
interested in (format (12)).
"SCENARIO NUMBER, E.G. 03"
At this request the model asks for a scenario number.
There are a few scenaria already prepared. If you
want to specify your own values for the various
parameters then type "99" and your scenario will be
read from the card reader (device number 3).
"SCENARIO NUMBER NON-EXISTENT--TRY AGAIN"
This message will appear if you have specified a scenario
number that was either too large or less than 1. At
this point you will be asked again for a scenario number.
B. Scenario Preparation
There are 53 scenario variables to be specified when




Under DOS the first record shows the number of
available scenaria












Annual increment of domestic water demand
(10 9 cubic meters)
Annual increment of industrial water demand
(10 9 cubic meters)
Annual increment of industrial cooling water
demand (10 9 cubic meters)
Annual increment of agricultural
water demand (10 9 cubic meters)
Water to industry from land management,
coefficient
Water to domestic use from land management,
coefficient
Water to agriculture from land management,
coefficient







water to industry, coefficient
water to domestic use, coefficient
water to agriculture, coefficient
due to desalting, coefficient










Water from ground to agriculture, planned,
coefficient
Water from ground to domestic use, planned,
coefficient
Water from ground to industry, planned
coefficient
Cooling water from ground, planned, coefficient
Water from land to agriculture, planned,
coefficient
Water from land to domestic use, planned,
coefficient
Water from land to industry, planned, coefficient
Cooling water from land, planned, coefficient
CARD NUMBER 5




GIWOA(I), I = 1,6
CARD NUMBER 8






Time-series for increments of water
due to land management. Units are
10 9 cubic meters. Data points are
1975, 1985, 1995, 2005, 2015, 2025.
Time-series for increments of water
due to desalting of ocean water.
Units are 10 9 cubic meters. Data
points are 1975, 1985, 1995, 2005,
2015, 2025.
Time-series for increments of ocean
water used (without desalting)
Units are 10 9 cubic meters. Data
points are 1975, 1985, 1995, 2005,
2015, 2025.
Time-series for increments in
installed non-hydra-electric
power capacity. Units are 103 T't1W.
Ddta points as for GIWLA.
Time-series for increments in
installed hydro-electric power
capaci ty. Units are 103 MW. D.:ltil
points are the same as for GIWLA.
The above described 8 punched cards
are read with format (3X,8E9.4).
This is a control parameter, which
should be set either equal to 1 or
O. If ISWCl is equal to 1 the annual
increments of WA,WI,WD and WIC are
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assumed to have the values of GRWA,
GHHI, GRWD, GRl.vIC respectively.
For ISWCl equal to a the annual
increments are calculated using the
growth rate of gross regional product,
and population growth respectively.
ISWCl is read with format (8X, 12).
Scenario data are read from device number 2. Under DOS
device number 3 is used to read in "99" scenaria.
C. Data Base
For each region the model needs a basic set of data that
fits on 12 punched cards by format (8X, 8E9.4). Units are
10 9 M3 unless there is a unit given in brackets.
CARD NUMBER 1
NAME(J), J = 1,12
CARD NUMBER 2
Region label with up to 24 characters









Population number (initial value for 1975 in
individuals)
Gross regional output (initial value for 1975
in 10 9 US $)
Industrial water wasted (initial value for 1975)
Cooling \'later returned (initial value for 1975)
Domestic water demand (initial value for 1975)
Agricultural water demand (initial value for
1975)
Arable land (initial value for 1975 in square
kilometers)





Total water ground (initial value for 1975)
Total water land (initial value for 1975)






Ocean water due to desalting (initial value
for 1975)
Cooling water demand (initial value for 1975)
Total water due to land management (initial
value for 1975)










Growth rate of gross regional product
Industrial water, coefficient (in la1 3 /10 9
us $)
Industrial production, coefficient
Industrial waste water, coefficient
Industrial water from land, coefficient
Industrial water from ocean, coefficient










Industrial water returned, coefficient
Industrial water returned to land,
coefficient
Industrial water returned to ocean,
coefficient
Industrial water returned to ground,
coefficient
Population growth rate
Domestic water, coefficient (in KM 3/year/capita)
Domestic water from ground, coefficient
Domestic water from land, coefficient
CARD NUMBER 6
WDOK Domestic water from ocean, coefficient
WDWK Domestic waste water, coefficient
WDRK Domestic water returned, coefficient





Domestic water returned to land, coefficient
Domestic water returned to ocean, coefficient










Agricultural water from land, coefficient
Agricultural water from ocean, coefficient
Agricultural water wasted, coefficient
Agricultural water returned, coefficient
Agricultural water returned to ground,
coefficient
Agricultural water returned to land, coefficient
Agricultural water returned to ocean,
coefficient
Rain on land, cultural, coefficient
CARD NUMBER 8
RLN Rain on land, natural (initial value for 1975)
ROC Rain on oceans, cultural, coefficient
RON Rain on oceans, natural (initial value for
1975)
SLC Snow on land, cultural, coefficient
SLN Snow on land, nat.ural (initial value for 1975)
SOC Snow on ocean, cultural, coefficient
SON Snow on ocean, natural (initial value for 1975)







Land surface (in KM 2 )
Water from land to atmosphere per unit surface,
coefficient
Ocean surface (in KM2 )
Water from ocean to atmosphere per unit surface,
coefficient









Water from land to ground, coefficient
Water from land to ocean, coefficient
Impounded water, coefficient
Water from ocean for industry, planned,
coefficient
Water from ocean for domestic, planned,
coefficient










Industrial water recycled, coefficient
Domestic water recycled, coefficient
Energy per capita (in MW)
Non-hydro power capacity (initial value for
1975 in MW)
Installed hydro-electric power capacity
(initial value for 1975 in MW)
Ratio of effective to installed hydro capacity









Cooling water from land, coefficient
Cooling water from ocean, coefficient
Cooling water from ground, coefficient
Waste water from cooling, coefficient
Cooling water returned to land, coefficient
Cooling water recycled, coefficient
Ratio of agricultural land development.
All these data are read from device number 1.
III. OUTPUT
The output of the Water Model consists of some 37 pages.
The first page is a reproduction of the input scenario. The
other pages show either time-series of some of the variables
used in the model (from 1975 to 2025 by one year increments),
-19-
or they give plots of the relevant variables. Units are
usually 10 9 cubic meters. For variables that take a different
unit, this will be mentioned when describing the variable.
PAGE 1: Region and scenario label as well as reproduction
of the input scenario as described in the previous section.
PAGE 2: Time-series of the following variables are
listed:







Industrial water to be taken from land surface
water
Industrial water to be taken from ground water
Industrial water to be taken from ocean water.
PAGE 3: plots of GRP, WI, WIL, WIG and WIO. The head
of each plot shows the variables that are plotted, the
number by which they are represented on the plotting,
and the scaling factor that has been used.







Waste water from industrial sector
Water that is returned from industrial sector
Water returned from industrial sector to land
Water returned from industrial sector to ocean
water
Water returned from industrial sector to ground
water
WIRC Cooling water returned.
PAGE 5: Plots of WIW, WIR, WIRL, WIRO and WIRG are given.
PAGE 6: Time-series of the following variables are
listed:
POP Population number of region (individuals)
WD Domestic water demand
Waste water from domestic use
Domestic waste water returned
Domestic waste water returned to ground water
Domestic waste water returned to surface \\later
Domestic waste water returned to ocean water.
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WDG Domestic water demand to be taken from ground
water
WDL Domestic water demand to be taken from land
surface water
WDO Domestic water demand to be taken from ocean
water.
PAGE 7: Plots of POP, WD, WDG, WDL and WDO.







PAGE 9: Plots of WDW, WDR, WDRG, WDRL and WDRO.







Arable land (in square kilometers)
Agricultural water demand
Agricultural water demand to be taken from
ground water
Agricultural water demand to be taken from
land surface water
Agricultural water demand to be taken from
ocean water.
PAGE 11: Plots of AL, WA, WAG, WAL and WAO.







Waste water from agricultural use
Agricultural water returned
Agricultural water that is returned to ground
water
Agricultural water that is returned to land
surface water
Agricultural water that is returned to ocean water.
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PAGE 13: Plots of WAW, WAR, WARG, WARL and WARO





















Cooling water demand used for electrical
power generation
Cooling water demand to be taken from land
surface water
Cooling water demand to be taken from ground
water
Cooling water demand to be taken from ocean
water.
Plots of WIC, WICL, WICG and WICO
Time-series of the following variables are
Waste water from cooling processes
Cooling water returned
Cooling water returned to land surface water.
Plots of WICW, WICR and WICRL.
Time-series of the following variables are
Total ground water
Water that goes from ground water to land
surface water
Increase in surface water supplies due to
land management
Water that goes from land surface water to
ocean water
Water that goes from land surface water to
ground water.





























Time-series of the following variables are
Total land surface water
Total water impounded.
plots of TWL and TWIM.
Time-series of the following variables are
Water from land to industry, planned
Water from ocean for industry, planned
Ground water to industry, planned
Ocean water to industry due to desalting,
planned
Land surface water to industry due to land
management.
plots of WLIP, WOIP, WGIP, WOSIP and WLMIP.
Time-series of the following variables are
Land surface water for domestic use, planned
Ocean water for domestic use, planned
Ground water for domestic use, planned
Desalted ocean water for domestic use, planned
Land surface water to domestic use due to
land management, planned.
Plots of WLDP, WOOP, WGDP, WOSOP and WU10P.
Time-series of the following variables are
listed:
Land surface water to agriculture, planned
Ocean water to agriculture, planned
Ground water to agriculture, planned
Desalted ocean water to agriculture, planned





PAGE 27: Plots of WLAP, WOAP, WGAP, WOSAP, WLMAP.
PAGE 28: Time-series of the following variables are
listed:
WLICP Cooling water from land surface water, planned
WOICP Cooling water from ocean water, planned
WGICP Cooling water from ground water, planned
WOSICP Cooling water from desalted ocean water, planned
WLMICP Cooling water from land surface water due to
land management, planned
PAGE 29: plots of WLICP, WOICP, WGICP, WOSICP and WLMICP.
PAGE 30: Time series of the following variables are
listed:
WIP Accumulative amount of water planned for industry
WDP Accumulative amount of water planned for domestic
use
WAP Accumulative amount of water planned for agriculture
WICP Accumulative amount of water planned for cooling
water use.
PAGE 31 : Plots of WIP, WDP, WAP and WICP.
PAGE 32: Time-series of the following variables are
listed:
Difference between industrial water supply
and industrial water demand
Difference between domestic water supply
and domestic water demand
SWA Difference between agricultural water supply
and agricultural water demand
SWIC Difference between cooling water supply and
cooling water demand.













Time-series of the following variables are
listed:
Total water due to desalting
Installed non-hydro power capacity (in megawatts)
Installed hydro-electric power capacity (in megawatts)
Difference between energy supply and energy demand
(in megawatts) .
Plots of TWS, ENH, EH and SEe
Time-series of the following variables are
listed:
Accumulative sum of industrial, agricultural and
domesLic water demand
Ratio of FACT to total land surface water
Ratio of FACT to total ground water.
plots of FACT, PIND1, PIND2.
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____n I ME.l\: S 1 0 ｾＭｉ A ( 5 , 5 1 ) , TJ;. H (h) , , 1 !:." ( f;.) , G ｬＧｾ L A(6) , G1 w5 A (6) , GI ｾ 0 A. ( 6 )
DI 11 HJ 5 rr:H-J N ａｾＧ E. C1 ?)
_________RE ilL 1 ｰｾＺＬ LS, ｲ ｩ ｾ ｨ
EQ IJ I VALE. ｾ Ct. ( ｾｉ I l. , w1 P ) , (w DL , ｾＬｮ P )
｟ｾ __ 1 STAT = 1 ｾ 75 -_ __ _
ｈｾｘｉｖｒ = ＲｾｾＲＵ
,----41 ｾ Ｇ ｒ ｉ ｔ ｅ Ｚ Ｚ Ｈ Ｖ Ｌ ｣ Ｍ ｜ Ｚ Ｇ ｾ ｈ ｮ
REA n (5 , 5 e' il' , E r-J D=4 ｾ｜ 0 ｾＬ ) I I-? t G
__ ｾ ｟ ｄ ｏ Ｚ ｾ J =1, Hit'.G _
REA D ( 1 , h ｾ 'i e) (r! A ｾｬ [ ( J J ) , J J =, , 1 c: )
___ Rr: At1 CI, 99 5) _POP ( 1) , (, L( P ( 1) , i. 1'" , ｾｊ IRe , ｾｊ C ( , ) , vi A ( 1) , t. L
REA D( 1, q 9 5 ) T;. r: (1 J / TYi L ( 1 ) , T,oj 5 "" L ( 1 ) , T" S I , v· I [ ( 1 ) , Xｉｾ l M( 1 ) , I'J I ( 1 )
__------'R E ;. D__ ( 1 , C) q 5) _G;.; P ｾ , l, ! ｾＬ , 1 P K , ｾＬ I ｾ K, ｾＡ I ｾ｟ I( , \'. I (' K , \.J J GK
RE. A[) ( 1, q 95) \oJ IRK , '-I I RL'" , Vi 1 I·U::: pc; , ... I RGl( , f' (1 H, , wDK. , ｾＡ UGK, WDLK
｟ｾ __ P E: AD ( 1, 9 Q 5) _ｾｬｬｬ () ｾ , ,,; D \-: i'i. , ｬｾ Dｾ K , ｾｾ nt"\ GK , '\ r"" L i< , \<10 k 0 r< , v; Ab K
REAOC1,4G5) ｾ ａ ｌ ｋ Ｌ ｾ ａ ｃ ｲ ＼ Ｌ ｾ ａ ｾ ｋ Ｌ ｶ ａ ｨ ｋ Ｌ ｾ ａ ｨ ｇ ｋ Ｌ ｾ ｾ ｾ ｌ ｾ Ｌ ｗ ａ ｒ ｏ ｋ Ｌ ｒ ｌ ｃ
___ ｾ RtAO ( 1 ,9 0 5) R ｌｾＮｊ , R0 C , P. ｌｾ N ｾ S l. C , S UJ , SOC, SON, SMK
READCl, qQS) ｌ ｓ Ｎ ｾ ｌ ｾ ｪ ｋ Ｌ ｏ ｓ Ｌ ｾ ｏ ｾ ｓ ｾ Ｌ ｾ ｾ ｌ ｋ
ｒ ｾ ａ ｄ Ｈ ｬ Ｌ qQS) ｾ ｌ ｇ ｋ Ｌ ｷ ｌ ｕ ｾ Ｌ ｔ ｷ ｉ ｍ ｲ ＼ Ｌ ｾ ｏ ｉ ｆ ｋ Ｌ ｾ ｏ ｇ ｐ ｾ Ｌ ｾ ｏ ａ ｐ ｋ
RE. A0- ( 1 ｾ -q q 5) Ｍ ｾ Ｌ IRe I< , \I 0 i"/ r. K , Er: , E,\j H , EH , fI< , wI CK-- -- -- --- - - ---- ---- --
___ RE. AI) (1, ｱ ｟ ｃ ｊ ｾ Ｇ Ｍ WI: ICLK, ｾ 1 ｣ｧｾ｟Ｌ［ｯｪ I_CGr(, ｏＧｪｉｃｾｯｩｫ ,In CRLK, wI CRK -' ALDf./ _
3 CONTINUE
c
-e -------------------------- --- ---------------,--- ---- -, --- ------ ----- --------, -1
_5 RE. P- D(2,5 V1e 1) /\J po., A ｾ ,__ ｾ , ｾ __" _
ｗｒｉｔｅｻＶＬＵＰＺｏｾＩ
ｒｅａｏＨｓＬＵｾｾＱＩ ISCEN
---fF - et scUoJ • EQ. q (1) - GO TO .23- - ---
DO 10 J I: 1, ｎ ｾ Ｇ ｈ ｘ
ｾ ｅ ａ ｮ Ｈ Ｒ ［ Ｍ ｱ ｙ Ｕ Ｉ Ｍ ｇ ｾ ｾ ｮ Ｌ ｇ ｾ ｾ ｉ Ｌ ｇ ｒ ｾ ｴ ｃ Ｌ ｇ ｾ ｾ ａ Ｌ ｗ ｌ ｍ ｉ ｾ Ｌ ｾ ｌ ｍ ｄ ｋ Ｌ ｾ ｌ ｾ ａ ｾ Ｌ ｷ ｌ ｍ ｉ ｃ ｋ
READC2, g95) ｗ ｃ ｓ ｬ ｲ ＼ Ｌ ｾ ｏ ｓ ｮ ｋ Ｌ ｾ ｲ ｾ ａ ｾ Ｌ ｾ ｏ ｓ ｉ ｃ ｋ Ｌ ｾ ｃ ｬ ｃ ｐ ｋ
---READ Cｾ , C; q ｾＩ -- H,:. PK, -'I r,; I) PI<, :,., Gｾ ｾＡ＼ , \AI GI CP ｾ , \'1 LAP K, AI LUPI<, WlIP K, WLIe PK
READC2,9QS) ｃ ｇ Ａ ｾ ｌ ａ Ｈ ｲ Ｉ Ｌ ｉ ］ Ｑ Ｌ ｾ Ｉ
---R E AD (2 ,-q q 5) - (G 1 \Ii 5 Cl ( .L ) , I: 1 , 6) --------- ----- - . -- . --- --- , -----
____ ｾ ｅ A1l_C2 ,qqS l_J GI wO A ( 1],1:: 1 , ｾＩ , ｾ _
READC?,,9QS) (lINHCI), ｉ ｉ Ｚ Ｑ Ｌ ｾ Ｉ
REAOC2,9gS) (TIEnCI), ｉ Ｎ Ｑ Ｌ ｾ Ｉ
---Rf. A() C2 ,- 11 2) , I S wC1 . ----- --- " - - ---------- --------- ---- ------- ---
________ IF (J • EQ. JSC EN) _ ｾｧ __ ! (),_ Ｓｾ ', .
10 CONTINUE





_____ Rｾ｟ A0 (:5 , q q rs ) GP ｾＬｮ , Go;;,o ｾ［ 1 , G"', ｜ｾ r C, Gｾ \<1 ｾ , ｾＡ L. ｾ ! K , ｾｉｬＮ !"1 0K , wL. MAK , ｾＺ L"1 I CK
ｒｾａＮｃＨＳＬ S45) ｾ ｌ ｓ ｊ ｋ Ｌ Ｎ ｏ ｾ ｏ ｾ Ｌ ｾ ｮ ｾ ａ ｾ Ｌ ｾ ｃ ｾ ｉ ｃ ｾ Ｌ ｾ ｏ ｉ Ｈ ｾ ｋ
___ PEA ('l (3 , ｾ g S). \>J GAP I< , .... [. (' PI<., ｾ［ ｾ I fo" ｾ , wGIe F K , >II LAP I< ｾ V'< L () PI<, wLIP KI .11 LIe PI(
ｒ ｅ ａ ｏ ｕ Ｏ Ｙ ｱ ｾ Ｉ Ｈ Ｈ Ｇ Ａ Ｂ Ｌ ｬ Ｎ ａ Ｈ ｉ Ｉ Ｌ ｉ ］ ｬ Ｌ ｾ Ｉ
_____ REA [l (3, Gq r:, ) __ (r; I ;'J S t. ( 1), I =1 , ｾＩ
REjOC3,QQrs) ｃ ｇ ｬ ｷ ｏ Ｇ Ｈ ｬ Ｉ Ｌ ｉ ］ ｬ Ｌ ｾ Ｉ
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P f. fill ( .3 , 9 4 ') ) ( i I r, H ( i ) I I:: 1 , 6 )
ｒｦｴｬｾｕＬＬＬｱＧＩＩ (TlfH(I), 1=ldd
ｒ ｅ ｾ ｄ Ｈ Ｓ Ｎ 112) ｉ ｓ ｾ ｃ ｬ
30 ｃ Ｈ ｊ ｾ ｊ ｔ P..UE
WRITt ( 9 , ＷｾＩ '" V1 ) ( ｾＬ h :1 E (J) , J =1 , 1 2) , I seE: N
ｾｊ Rr T t (Q, 7 it t ;) )
WRI TE ( Y, H iW ) (; ｾ［ \Oil'! I l'R ,., I , GJ,( id C, Gｒｾ A
\1.1 HIT f Cq , 7 '( 2 Ｚｾ )
. __ ." WF< I H. Cq , 7 Zr \c. ) ｾ U1 I i< I ｾ､Ｎ I"'l) ¥, , \'i L. ｾＱ " K, WL f1 I CK\Ii" I Tr. ( q , 7 ＡＬｾ 3 I.: i
__ WRI T[ C9 , 7 ｾ｜ ｬｾＱ ) y (; 5 rK, \;1 ｾ S [J K , V' US ,f:< K, I'i 0SIC K
\l!h'JH (9,7('QO)
__ .__ ri RITt Cq , 7\', ,) 01 \' GAP'" , lo';!; DPK, vi GI i-' 1\ • \., l, I CP'"
WRIlE ( q , ." l' ｶ ｾ ［ ｾ ｉ )
WR 11 E. (9 , 7 Zr· {i ) iii l. t.. t t<, I ＢＯｾＮ 0 P K I ｾＺ L- I ｾ K, 'fI. L I (, P K
ｾｉ R 1 TE ( q , Fll ::; ｾＩ )
WRITt (g , 7 ｾＧ '! e! ) 1'1 Cf. P ｾ I \,0 [) P K, \,0' UIrK I W0 I CP f.;
ＢＧｊｾｉ Tt (9, 7070)
__ ... __ WRI Ti:. ( q , 7 .: (' C) ( t; I ｬＧｾ LA (J J) , J.T ; 1, b)
\II F< tT E ( q , HJ 8 L1 J
_______ WRI TE ( 9 , 70 Ｐ Ｇ ｾ Ｉ ( r, I ,-1 S A (J J) I J J :: 1 , f, )
WRITE ('I, 7J8:,)
_ -'_. VI RITE ( g , 7',1ｾ｜ C' ) (Cd \'; LJ A ( J J) I J =1 I :) )
WRIiE (g, H':SJ)




C ___CONS ｔ ａ ｾ Ｇ ｔ 5 ｾｾ _
C
ｾ ｕｾｉｌｌ｡ = 1.cfJ
ClEN r"l L : ＱＮｾＮ 5
______ DIZ'1L : 1.e/.l
UMI/... c 1.E.3
___,_. C1EN =_1• E2
OIEZ = Ｑｃ［Ｎｾ
UN 0 : 1. ｾ ｾ .
uoc.,... = l.E-l
.. UCTSM = 1. E. - 2
UMLSH II 1.t-3
_______ U0 Ml-. St-I :z 1. E.. L1 _ .
ｕｃｾｬｓ = t.E-:'
_ UMLLS • 1. E. - t-
UZML L 5 = 1. vJ E.. 7
C
ｋｏｕｾｔＺ ｍｾｘｉｙｒﾷｉｓｔａｔﾷｬ
___. WR ITt. (q I 1 ｾＱ b ) __
ｗ ｒ ｉ ｔ ｣ Ｈ Ｙ Ｌ ｧ ｾ ＿ Ｉ
_______ . I E/doi II I!' TAT
00 Ｑ Ｐ ｾ ｾ ｉ ｔ Ｚ Ｚ ｬ Ｌ ｾ ｮ ｵ ｎ ｔ
_GRP(lT+1) ｾ ｇ ｒ ｾ Ｈ ｉ ｔ Ｉ Ｊ ｃ Ｑ Ｎ Ｐ + Glo<t-R)
I r ( IS", C1 .. 1) 1.1 3 v. :, , L1 ｾ '.1 f) • I: 3 ｾ ｾ
't306_WI(lT+l) : \..1(1T) + G";'i.o.!
GO TO 1.1316
ＴＳｾＵ WICIT) = ｾｉｋＪｉｐｾＪｇｋｾＨｉｔＩ
" :3 16 C0 ｾＬｔ 1N 1I E:
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_ ｾ \\'! L ( IT) = ｾｈ L. K )\' I', I 01 )
ｾｉｏ = ｾｉｏｋＪｷｉ (IT)
____ .. ｾｉＯ J G( In: ｾ ｩ ｬ Gt\ t <Ai I ( 1T)
Wk I 1E (g , B9 1) H A ｾ , ｬｾ to( P ( IT ) , ltd ( I 1) , ｾ［ JL (l T) , \l.J I G ( IT), wI 0
｟Ｍ｟ｾ A(l,rT) = ｇｾｐｊＨｬｔＩﾷｵ｣ｲｳｾ __
A ( 2 , I 1) = \./ J (1 T )
___ ｾＮ｟Ｎ __ A(3, 11) : Ｎｾ I l ( IT)
A(a,IT) = wIG (IT)
_____ __A( 5, IT) = "I I 0
ｉｅａｾ ;:·IEAR+l
__ 1.0li.H1C 0 ｾｊ TIN UE
WRITE (g, ｬ ｛ ｾ ｮ Ｉ
__ ｾ ｟ WRI TEe 9 , '):: J )
WRI1E(g,Q,q)
__ __ loW rTE. ( 9 , q 9 ;;) UcTS ＬＮＮｾ , LJ NO, UNO , U ｾｊ (,j ! UNO
t/lLL EllLDC A,5)
__.___ I t to R = 1ST A1
WRI H ＨＧｾＬ lVh)
____ wf( IT E (g , ｧＮｾ 1)
DO 12rv J=l,KOU r"T
____ Wlw : ｷｬｷｾＪｾｉＨｊＩ
WIRe = ｷｴｾｃｾＪｾｬｾ
｟ｾ \oJ I R = \oJ I R i< ＪＮｾ I ';J
ｗｉｒｌＨｊＩＺｾｉｾｌｋＮｾｴｾ
_______ wI ｾ 0 = ｾＮ I ｾ OK • ｾＬ I r<
ｗｉｒｇＨｊＩ］ｷｉｒｇｋＪｷｉｾ
III ｾ I T€ ( 9 , de; 1) I £ A ｾ , "'1 II< , w t R.! II'1R L_' J), \I; IRQ, ", IP. G. (J) , ｾＺ IRe
A( 1 , J ) = 'I' I ｬｾ
__ Ｎ ｟ ｾ ｟ AC2 , J ) = '" I R
A(3,J) : ､ｾｌＨｊＩ




____ ｾ ｗ ｒ ｉ ｔ ｅ Ｈ ｱ Ｌ ｴ ･ Ｖ Ｉ
wRITE C9,'Hb)
\liRITEC9,q':\tl
---- -w RI TE ( ｾ , t.i q 2) ｩ ｊ ｾ Ｇ ｪ Q , v''<) • L. ".I a, I) I ｾ Z, DIE Z




00 Ｑ ｾ Ｒ Ｐ ｊ Ｚ ｴ Ｏ ｾ ｇ ｕ ｾ ｔ
POP(J+l) : ｐｏｐＨｊＩＪＨｬＮｾＫｾｏｐｒＩ
IF (15·<lC1 .. 1) Ｑ ｵ ｾ ｊ Ｌ l'..ltV1, ＱＴｾＧＵ
ＭＱＴＱＰＭｾｄＨｊＫｬＩ = ｾｏｃｊＩ + ｾｾｾＰ
GO TO 141'5
Ｍ Ｑ ｾ "'5 woe J + 1) : loll D (J ) • ( 1 • J • jol :J PR)
ＭＭＭＮＱ｟ｾｊ｟Ｕ｟ CON TIN II E
ｾｄｇＨｊＩ］ｾｄｇｾＮｾｏＨｊＩ
_____ w0 L (J) ｾ \AI ｾＱ LI( • ｜ｾ n C.: )
WDO = \,,(!Ol'(tll/:)(.J)
II; R I T f ( q , eo 9 t) r r: ｾ［Ｎｾ , ;.J Ｇｾ 0 ( J) , .; n (J) , ｾＮ r\ G (J) , \Ii [' L CJ) , ｾｉ 0 0
--AC1 , J) :: P GP (J ) *L' 1'" L L:, -
__________ A ( 2 , J) = -rJ 0 CJ )
A(3,J) 2 'NUG(J)
SEP 11 16:37 ｗ ａ ｔ ｅ ｒ Ｎ ｆ ｕ ｾ ｔ ｫ ａ ｎ PAGt ｾ
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____ ｾ __ A ( 4 , J ) _ =_ｾＡ D'_ (J )__ _ _ __ _ _ _
A ( 5 , J) :: Vi DJ
_______ Ittd" :: IEAR+L-- _
1400 CUNTINUE
WRITE:: (9, ｬ ｾ ｢ Ｉ Ｎ --- - ---------------------------------- -- -- ------
WRITE(g,'H'2)
------- WHIT E ( q , '18 1 )
WRIT E:: ｃｾ , q Cj 2 ) Uz Ｇｾｬ L S , ｌｊｾＬ rJ , UNO, I., "-l (J , UNO
------- -tALL ｾ I L 1) (A, 5)
wRITE (9, ｴ ｲ ｾ ｢ Ｉ
-----WRITE (9, CHB) --- - _
IE.AR : 15TAT
______ ｾ｟ 00 16 U0 J; 1 , KC! U!'J T
i-I DW : Vi Cvi >< * 1'1 () ( J )
__ _ WDR: v-. Li R1'1_ * "J u ｾｩ
WORG(J) : ｾｕｒｇｾ * wDH
____________WDRL(J) = ｉｾｏｾｌｋＪＡＧｩｄｒ
WORD : wOqJK*wOk
____ III R1 TE ( 9 , d g 1) 1 Eo AR, ,,-Ll ｾ , \'IU R, [oj l.i Rv ( J) , \AI l: RL (J) , ｾ DR0
A.(l,J) = i'lDIi
_______-A (2, J) ; ·... DR
AC3,J) : wOPG(J).QIEZ
｟ ｾ A(4 , J) = ［ｾ 0 RL (J )
AC5,J) : ｾｏｾｏＪｄｬﾣｚ
- 1 Et. P = 1EArt+ L_______ - _
160e ｃ ｏ ｎ ｔ ｉ ｎ ｕ ｾ
__--zWR 1TE (9, 1ab 1 - _
\1/ RI Tc(q , Q ｾＩＳ )
___ ｾ ｗ ｒ ｉ ｔ ｴ Ｈ ｑ Ｌ Ｙ Ｘ Ａ Ｉ
WRITE(Q,992) ｷ ｎ ｏ Ｌ ｕ ｎ ｑ Ｌ ｏ ｉ ｦ Ｎ ｬ Ｌ ｕ ｾ ｏ Ｌ ｄ ｉ ｅ ｚ
ｾ CALL 9ILQ (A,S)
WRI TE (q • 1 ｾＱ［Ｇ )
_______ ｗ ｒ ｉ ｔ ｅ Ｈ ｾ Ｌ ｱ ｊ ｾ Ｉ
lEAR = 15TH
ｾ AL __ : AL • ( 1 .;'l • II L ') 1'\ )
00 1880 ｊ ］ ｬ Ｌ ｾ ｊ ｕ ｎ ｔ
_____ __ I f (I S ｾ C1.. 1) 1(; \; S I 1:q r; , 18 ｾ S
16 10 \II A (J ... 1 ) :: ［ｾ ｾ (J ) + 13 ｩｾ '.11 A
__ GO TO 181:5
1605 ｷ ａ ｲ ｊ Ｋ ｬ Ｉ ］ ｾ ａ Ｈ ｊ Ｉ Ｎ Ｈ ｬ Ｎ ｾ Ｋ ａ ｌ ｵ ｒ Ｉ
ｾ ｌ ｾ ｾ cON r I ｉｾ l! E __ __ _ __ __ . ,.
WA \oj l: 0'1 A ｾ I( * ｾｾ A CJ )
___ ｾ ｗ ａ ｆ ＼ (J) : _... ａｲＮｬｉＨＪＢｬｨｾ
WAGeJ) : ｾｾｇｾＪｾａＨｊＩ
_____ \II AL (J) :"<1 L1\ * ,lIA ( J )
wAn :: ｾａ｛ｾＪｾａＨｊＩ
___Al.. := t. L * ( 1 ｾ ｾＧ + :. l l' R ) __ _
WR I T f l q , P, 9 1) 1 ':: A;;' , AL , '" A ( J) , .... AI,j (J ) , wAL (,1) , ｾＡ A0
_______ A(1,J) :: ｾｌＪＨｊｏＡＱｌｓｍ
A (2 , J ) :: "J ｾ ( 1)
__ A ( 3 , J) :: :.J ｾ (, ( J )
A( (l , J ) .. =- Ｎｾ to L (J ) .
________ ' A(5,J).= \,0\0 ＪｴｊｬｬｾＱｌ
!E6,h: :I ｉ ｴ Ｚ ａ ｾ Ｋ ｬ
____l8(/Hl ｃ Ｈ ｬ Ｏ ｜ ｊ ｔ ｉ ｾ ｜ ｬ ｕ ｾ Ｎ
ｗ ｒ ｉ ｔ ｅ Ｈ Ｙ Ｌ Ｑ ｾ Ｖ Ｉ
,--I
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SEP 11 16:37 ｗ ａ ｔ ｅ ｾ Ｎ ｆ ｕ ｒ ｔ ｲ ｩ ａ ｎ PAGE ｾ
__ ｾ ｟ __ _ WRI TE (g , 9 ｾ lq
ｾ ｊ fn H. ( q , clIq )
｟ｾ WRITEC9,Q(2) ｕ ｏ ｾ ｉ Ｎ Ｎ ｓ ｉ Ｇ Ｑ Ｌ ｕ ｾ Ｌ ｏ Ｌ ｌ ｊ ｎ Ｐ Ｑ ｕ ｎ ｏ Ｌ ｉ Ｉ ｊ ｚ ｍ ｉ Ｎ Ｎ ｾ ｟
CALL f'ILn (A,S)
- __ ｾ ｾ ｒ ｉ ｔ ｅ Ｈ ｱ Ｌ ｨ ｾ ｢ Ｉ Ｍ ｾ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｎ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ - ------ -- ---- ---
WRI TE ( q , 9 ,) " )
__________ I EAR : 1ST AT
DO ＲＲｾＰ J;l,KOUNT
_______ 101 A ｾｉ : \AI.h! I<. '*:'\'J to ( J) _
WARG(J) = ｗａｾｇｋＪｾａｾＨｊＩ
-----WARL(J) :: ,1Aio<LK*;HR(J) - ----------------------- ---.-- - -------- -----
WAPO :: ｾａｒｏｾＪｾａｾＨｊＩ
_____ III RI TE ( 9 , 69 1) ! EAR, fi .4.1'J ...: AR (J ) , l'/ ARG ( J ) , WAR L (J) , Vi AHQ
Ae\ , J) :: ｾＧｉＺＧ ｾ＼ｊ
ＭｾＭＭＭＭＭＭＭ Ae2, J) :: vi AF? (J ,-------------- ----- - ---- ------
A(3,J) :: !/JARG(J)
-----1., Ｈ ｾ Ｌ J) -. ,-j'\ k L (J )----- ----------- - - . -"- -- --- ----------
A( 5 , J) ;: Y' to, P (1
__ ｾ --I E. AR _I: I E.A R+ ｌｾＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭ . .______ --- --- --- . . _
2200 ｃ ｏ ｎ ｔ ｉ ｾ ｉ ｕ ｴ Ｚ
__.__ WRI TE ( 9 , 1 Q) b ) -. ----------- ----------. - -.------ ----- -- ---------
\II F( I TE ( g , q ｾｩ ., )
__ ｾ WR!TE(9,9811
WRITE (<1,Qgn lINO,UNO,U N O,u""O,UNO
_____J: ALL ElL 0 (A, 51_ --------------
ｗ ｒ ｉ ｔ ｅ Ｈ Ｙ Ｌ Ｑ ｾ Ｂ Ｇ Ｉ
______ ,W RIT E(.9 , 9Ci3 )_ _ - - _
lEAR II 15TAT
______00 Ｒ ｾ Ｐ ｃ ｊ Ｚ Ｚ \, ｾ ｃ Ｇ ｕ ｾ ｔ - --
ｉ ｆ Ｈ ｉ ｓ ｾ ｃ ｬ Ｎ Ｑ Ｉ Ｒ ｢ ｾ Ｕ Ｌ Ｒ ｢ ｬ ｾ Ｎ Ｒ Ｖ Ｒ ｓ
__i6_10_wIC (J+l) =_ tile (J) +L;rdt-dC .
GO TO 2f:l15
__ 2b (2) 5 \II I C(J 1 : I-i 1C!< it GRP U ) . - _
2&15 CONTI"JUE
______ 14 1CL ;I "i I eLK Hi! C (J) __ _ __ __ __ __ ____ _ . .__
WICO : ｾｉｃｕｋＪｾｉｃＨｊＩ
____wI ＨＨｾ = I-! Ie',; K ＬＬｾ I C(J) __
ｗｾｬｔｅＨｱＬＵｧｾＩ ｉｾａｾＮｷｉｃＨｊＩＮｷｉｃｌＬｾｉｃｇＬｗｉｃｏ
_. C1" J ) __ lI ｾＺ I C (J L_____________ _
A(2,J) ;: ",lCL
____ A.( 3, J) =__ wI CG*CI EN .... . . .__ _ . _
A(4,J) :: w!CO*CIEN
ｾ A (5 ,J) __=. 0 4 ｾ ._._
ｬ ｅ ｬ ､ ｾ :: ｉｅａｾＫｴ
__Ｒ ｾ Ｐ Ｐ ｟ CO/'.Jl I NUE
WRITE (Q,10b)
_______ \01 R I TEe q , q 0 13 )_ _ _ .__ _ __
WRITE(Q,Q92)
________\11 RI TE (9, g q '3' l) ｾ ｪ 0 JU N.9, CI_EN , CI EN _
CALL HILD (A,t4)
___________ \oj RrT E:: (q , 1 ｾＱ b )
ill RI TE (q , a ＬＺｾ 9 )
_______ rEA R • 1ST A T __ . _
DO ＲＸｾｊ ｊ］ｬＬｾｇｕｎｔ




I--- .- -- -- - I
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__ __ IN J CR =l; I (. L( K * .'J I C (J) _ _ _
ｾｊ h r 'T E ( g , II. q 3 ) I F_ A ｾ , WI C ｾｾ , Ｇｾ I CR, ｾｾ I CRL
_ __ A ( 1 , J) = i.J1 Ci': .__ .___ __ __ _ _ _
A( ? , J) = ｾｉ 1( lJ
A ＨｾＮＬ J) = ｾｾＮｬ CR'- .. _. ｾ .__. .... ..... ...__._. ._'__ . .__ Ｎ｟ｾｾＮ . _
A ( 4 , J' :: i2J. ｾＱ
_____ ! t- AR = I E_AR+ Ｑ｟ｾ . _
280kl COl\lTI\IUE
______ i'Jtn TE ( 9 , 1 Ii] 6 )
ｾｪｒｉｔﾣＨｱＢｈＧｱｪ
ＭｾＭＭＭＭＭｗｒｉｔｅＨｱＬｇｾＳＩ -- ---------- -------------- ------------- .--- -- - ---
ｾ ｒ ｉ ｔ ｅ Ｈ ｱ Ｌ ｧ ｱ ｡ Ｉ UNO,UNO,UNO
______ CALL _b ｉｌｏＨＧｾＬ 3)- - -- -- ------- Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ ｾ Ｎ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ --- - -- -- _
RL =(!.0+RLC)*RLN
______ RO _;: _(1.0 + p,,')C) * ｾＨｊｩ｜ｊ - - _
SL Q ＨＱＮｾＫｓｌｃＩＪｓｌｎ
｟ｾ __._ 5 a III (1. D+:, II C) Jt SQN . _
ｾｊ LA = Ii) LAS K Jt L:)
._ _ \oj 0 A :J W0 AS ,( *Q S
00 Ｓ ｾ ｾ ｾ J=t,(OUNT
____TSL (J) =(1• ｾｊ - oS h K) '" ｾ l.___ __ __ ___ _
W5L = Sr1 K.. r SL (J )
ｾＳｾＰｾｌ CQNT t flUt . . _
It&JRITE:.(9,H'b)
_______ WRI TE (q , q 11)_ ___. _
ｔｗｓＨｬＩ］ｔｾｊｓｉ
lEAR = IST.lT
DO 3 2 ｾＧ 0 I( =1 , 5
OIFF_= ｇ ｉ ｾ ｌ ａ ｃ ｋ Ｎ ｬ Ｉ - ｇｉｾｌａＨｾＩ
DIFFl :I GlwSA(K+l) - ｾｉｾｓａｲｾＩ
_______ 01 F.f2 : Gr J ｯｾ (l'; + 1L_-G 1\'JOA (I()_
I<K ｾ (KOUNT-l) 15
_______ DO 320e! L I: 1, 1 ｾ
J :l ( I< - 1 ｾ *:( K + L.
_____ GI \oJ l : (. hi L A (I<) + 0 II- F • L I":' I(
GIWS :l GIWSA(K) + ＰＱｆｾｴＪｌＯ＼ｾ
ｾ .G 1 \oJ 0 :: GI ｾＮＬ n t. ( K,) • 0 H F- 2*L II< "
XWlM(J+l) = ｘｾｌｾＨｊＩＫｇｉｾｌ
__ TH5(J+l) =H.S(J).GIOIIS
TWSWLeJ+l) : ｔｗｓｾｌＨｊＩ • ｇｲｾｕ
__. ｾ WI Cr, _. _=wleG K ... \'. I C ( J )
WGL = ｾｲＮｌｋＪｔｾｇＨｊＩ
_____ WLG ］ｬＭｩｕ［ｾ *T ,'L(J)_
TWG(J+!)= ｔ ｾ ｇ Ｈ ｊ Ｉ Ｋ ｜ ｾ ｌ ｇ Ｍ ｾ ｇ ｌ Ｍ ｾ ｬ ｾ ｃ ｊ Ｉ Ｋ ｾ ｉ ｒ ｇ ｃ ｊ Ｉ Ｍ ｷ ｏ ｇ Ｈ ｊ Ｉ Ｋ ｗ ｏ ｒ ｇ Ｈ ｊ Ｉ Ｍ ｷ ｾ ｇ Ｈ ｊ Ｉ ...
1 wAl.IGeJ)·wICG
--- 'IJ L 0 = .,; l." K * ｔｾ［ L eJ ) ----------.-- - ------- ---- ---
ｾ ｟ ｟ ｟ ｟ __TWL (J + 1) = T;.; L ( J ) + ,', GL- ｾｪ LG • H ! L (J ) ... ." I ｾ L (J j • f'J 0 L (J ) ... ｾ (,) RL ( J ) - wAL (J ) ...
lW,PL(J) + RL • ｔｾｌＨｊＩ • ｾｌｏ • WLA -- -
_______ _ WRIT E (g , p. c. 1) ! E A ｾ , T-, I; (J) ｾ Ji (;L. , XWl ｾＱ (J) ,I. L0 , "i L. G
A ( 1 , J) = T Ｇｾｇ ( J ) • lJ i" L oS M
｟ｾ ｾ (2 , J ) = LJ (; L * U0 C ｾＱ
A(3,J) = n:L.M(.I)
ｾ . A (4 , J) : ｾＬｪ L 0
A('5,J) = :.o;LG
lEAk I: IF-A ..... !
ＳＲｾＰ CONTINUE.
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SEP 11 16:37 WATER, fORTRAN PAGl 1
________ J :: K0 Ll NT
lL/lR = ｾＱｬ｜ｘｉｙｒ
_______ II LG_ ::y.l(; t< *' 1 ｾ［ l, ( J )
WGL = ｾｇｌｋＪｔｾｇＨｊＩ
_________ ｾ ｊ L 0 : \.; L 0K 'I\' T ｜ｾ L- ( .J ) __
ｗｒｉｔｅＨＹＬｾｱｬＩ ｲｌａｾＬＱｾＶＨｊＩＬｾｇｌＬｘｗｌｍＨｊＩＬｗｌｏＬｾｌｇ
__ A( 1 , J) I: n; c: (J ) I'> Ur1 LSM_____ ___ ｾ _
II ( ? , J) I: ｾ ｩ r, L 'I\' U0 Ci1
_ f;. !3 , J) : X \1 L M(J ) _
A (4 , J) I: ｾ ｉ ｬ a
______ A ＨｾＬ J) I: ,'1 LG . _
WR I TE ( q , 1 (1 h )
____ Wio?IH.(9,911)
ｾ ｊ ｈ ｊ ｔ ｦ Ｎ Ｈ ｱ Ｌ ｧ ｴ Ｇ ｬ Ｉ
__ _ \Uk I TE (Cl, 9 g 2) ur1 L St; ＬｊＮｕｬｃ［ｾｬ , Uｾｾ a,u ｴｾ 0 , UNO __ _
CALL bILO(A.5)
------- I t. AR : 1ST A T
WRITEC Q ,10b)
----- WH I Tf. (q, 912) --- - - - -- ---- -------- --- ------ -- -- ---- - _
DO ＳＴｾｾ ｊｉＺＱＬｾｏｕｎｔ
________ TWH1 :: J "i 1M K11 Tv; L (J ) - __ -- -- _
\oJ RI TE: (9 , Co q 1) r E:: AK , ｔ［ｾ L (.1) , 1 iJij l"1
___ ｾ __ A ( 1 , J) I: - r ;,.; L CJ ) /1 e• ｾ -- --- --- -- - ----- -------- --- -----_ _
A (2 , J ) I: T ,.j I ｾ
------. C3, J) ］ Ｍ ｾ Ｎ 0 ---- ----- -- -------
ａ Ｈ ｌ Ｑ Ｌ ｊ Ｉ ］ ｣ Ｎ Ｚ Ｎ ｾ
____ --A (5, J) I: iZ .0----___________ -- _
IEAR=IfA'<+l
--.3 40 0C 0N TIr.JlJ E
\Ii ｾ I TE (9, 1 ｾＱ b )
____ WRITE (q, 012) _
I-IRITE(9,'183)
- v4 RI TE (q, q 9 2 lU uCH, UNu _------___ _
CALL oILr)(A,2)
______1 E. AR ｾ I S t Po. T _
\lIRITE (q, 10b)
____ ｽ ＼ ｬ ｒ ｉ ｔ ｅ Ｈ ｱ Ｌ Ｙ Ｒ ｾ Ｉ ﾷ
DO ＳＴｓｾ Ja1,KGUNT
_____WLIP_ = ｗｌｉｐｋＪｔＭｾｌ (J)
W0 I P = \A aI PK • T t'J S v! L (J )
WGIP ｾ ｾｇｉｐｋＪｔｷｇＨｊＩ
WOSIP ; ｗｏｓｉｋＪｔｾｓＨｊＩ
_____ ｾ ｉ LMI P :, Li1 I K * >: 1,'1 L r; (J ) . _
ｗｉｐＨｊＩＺｷｌｉｐＫｷｏｉｐＫｾｇｉｐＮｾｃｓｉｐＫｾｌｍｉｐ
ｾ RrTE ('1 , ｾＹ t) I ｾ｟ａ R I .-i ｾ I P,'), nIP !.1-i l" 1P , ill 0SIP, \01 V' I P__ __ _
ACt,J) = WLIP
_________ A (2, J) __ =_\.-j \) r p __ __ _ _ . _ _ _ _
A(3,J) : 't,GIP
_____ ｾ ｃ Ｔ Ｌ ｊ ｌ ］ I<oOSIP . __ .. _
A(5,J) : ｜ｬＬｌｾｉｾ
____ I f:. Hi :: ｉｾａｒＫｬ _
:5 " 5 ｾ C()I\ TI MJ t:
_____ ｾ R1TE (9, 1(:] b) . _
wR I T f:. ( q , Ｙ＿［ｾ )
________ _ \II RIi t::: (9 ｾ q R1 )
. \IIR I TE ('1, qqn ｬ ｬ ｾ ｉ ｕ Ｌ UN(,l, Uf;O, UNO, UMJ
SEP 11 1b:37
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ｾ ａ ｔ ｅ ｒ Ｎ ｆ ｏ ｒ ｔ ｾ ａ ｎ ｐ ａ ｇ ｾ b
___.____ _ C!' Ll. t\ JL [) ( A , 5) _ _
IfAR c: I:,TuT
____. wR J Tt (9,1 ;\h)
\lJPITt(9,Q13)
__ ｾ . __ DO Ｓ Ｖ ｈ ｾ ｊ ］ ｬ Ｏ ｋ ｏ ｬ ｬ ｾ ｈ
WUw = ｾＮ L LJ F1\ '* Tv. L ( .I )
_______ ._WOOp . =_ L' n(W K *T l,J ｾ ｾｉｌ (J)
WGDP : ｾｇｄｐｋＮｔｈｇＨｊＩ
__.__ ｾ ｟ ｟ vJO S(iP = ,'.'; CJ 5 [l K '* T ," 5 ( J )
I'll MUP = ｹ［ｕＱｄｉＨＪｘｾ［ｌｉＢ (.})
_____ ｾ __ Lol [) P (J ) ;: H.G P .. loJ 0U P + ('; G() P + ｾ［ Q ｾ 0p .. ｾ L. Me P
WRITE(Q,891) ｉ ｾ ａ ｾ Ｌ ｾ ｌ ｄ ｾ Ｌ ｾ ｏ ｏ ｐ Ｌ ｾ ｾ ｯ ｰ Ｌ ｾ ｯ ｳ ｮ ｰ Ｌ ｾ ｌ ｍ ｏ ｐ Ｇ
_______ .__ A (1, J) = ｾＧｌｄｐ
A ( 2 , \.J j :: ｾＮＧ [) CP
_________ A. ( 3 , J) ::;;J G[) P
A(4,J) : ;..,:(1S0?
__. A, ( 5 , J) = ｾＮ L,. fJi L) P __.. "__
lEAP; Ht>r1+1
.. __ .J& ｾ fL CON TH; UE
WRITE lCJ, 1(;6)
_________ l'J? I TE. (9 , q 13 )
WRIlE(9/981)
__.__ _ wRITt ( q I q 9 C.) U ｾＮＺ 0 , UN (j , I.' ｾｾ 0 , UNO, u!'I 0
C/lLL bILC1(A,S)
________1 E. t. R I: t STAT _.____
WRITE:. ('1, ｬ Ａ ｬ ｾ Ｉ
________ }Ii P IT E (Q , c:q ';' J
00 3bJ0 ｊ ］ ｬ Ｌ ｾ ｕ ｕ ｎ ｔ
_______ ｾ ｉ ｌ ａ P ::. \"L API\ * P'L (J)
ｾ ｏ ａ ｐ : ｾｏａｐｋＬＪｔｾｓｾｌＨｊＩ
__ ｾ __ WGAP ］ｾｇｾｐｋＪｔｾｇＨｊＩ
WOSAP: ｾｮｓａＨＪｔｾｓＨｊＩ
_... WLM/I P I: ｾ ｖ ｾ A'" * ｾ ｾ L!-\ ( J)
ｗ ａ ｐ Ｈ ｊ Ｇ ］ ｾ ｌ ａ ｆ Ｎ ｾ ｏ ｾ ｐ Ｋ ｾ ｾ ｾ ｐ Ｎ ｾ Ｐ Ｕ ａ ｐ Ｎ ｾ ｌ ｍ ａ ｐ
___ WRI I.E ( 9 , 891 ) _I!:. A ｾ I ,'J l.. ｾ fJ I P'I aAP , wi,., AP I ｾ 0 SAP, Wｾ 1"1 Ap ._. .
A(1,J):"LAP
_ .. A(2,J) =. ",OAP _ . ... . . ._
A(3,J) : w(;AP
_______A(4,J) :: :"iOS.A.P . _
• (5 , J) : ｾＡ l.. MAP
__ ._ ._I t. p R I: I EAR .,1._____ __. . _
3650 COl\. TI NIH:
｟ｾ ｾｉｒ I TE (q, 1vlh). . _._. __. . _. . .. ,,__,_..
WRITE.(9,91S)
__ Ｎ ｟ ｾ ｟ Ｎ ｷ R1TE (q, q a1) _ _
ｾ RITE ( Q , Q ｾ 2) u ' ·0 , LJ ｾ 0 , LI ｾ 0 , 1J Na, UNO
________ CAL. L. ｾ H- D (:., ':))
lEAR = ISTtlT
_ _ __ __ I.J RI T f. ( 9 , 1 ｾ 6) . __.
ｾｉ RITt (q , 9 1 7 )
________ o0 3Hjf,1 J=l,KOUNT
ｷ ｌ ｉ ｣ ｰ Ｚ ｾ ｌ ｉ ｲ ｰ ｾ Ｎ ｔ ｾ ｌ Ｈ ｊ Ｉ
w0 I CP C l·1 [I rep I<: *T ｬｾ S "I.. (J )
WGICP = ｾｇｉｃｐｋＪｔｾｇｲｊＩ
\tJ uSIC fJ = I" (1 SIC K *T ｾｉＺ［ (.1)






----_. ---------_._- _._-- ._--- ---_._-- ｾ ｟ Ｎ ｟ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ ｾ Ｎ ｟ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｚ
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StP 30 12:21 ｗ ａ ｔ ｅ ｒ Ｍ ｦ ｏ ｾ ｔ ｒ ａ ｎ PAGE 9
w!cpeJ, ｾ ｷ ｌ ｉ ｃ ｐ Ｋ ｾ ｏ ｉ ｃ ｐ Ｋ ｾ ｏ ｓ ｉ ｃ ｐ Ｋ ｷ ｌ ｾ ｉ ｲ ｰ Ｋ ｷ ｇ ｉ ｃ ｐ
WRITt{Q,891) ｉ ｅ ａ ｒ Ｌ ｾ ｌ ｉ ｃ ｐ Ｌ ｾ ｏ ｉ ｃ ｐ Ｌ ｗ ｇ ｉ ｃ ｐ Ｌ ｗ ｏ ｓ ｉ ｃ ｐ Ｌ ｗ ｌ ｍ ｉ ｃ ｐ
to. ( 1 , J ) ｾ \. LIe P _
A(2,J):WOICP
A(3, J) = ｉｾｇｉｃｐ ｾ _
A ( 4 , J ) :: W0 SIC P --- ---
_ _ A (5, J' :: H LMI CP .__ _ _ _ _
It.Ai.' ::: If.AR+l
_ _3700 CON lIN UE _
WRITECQ,10h)
___ _ __ __ _ Wｾ IT E C'1 , 9 11)_______ .____ _ _
WRITE('1,9Bl)
_______ _ WRIT £ C9,9 92 ) UNO , UNO, UNO, UNO ,UNO__ _ .
CALL BILD(A,S)
I EA ｲｾ = 1ST AT
- - --- ｾ Ｍ ..._-----------_._---- _ .._._--_._. ---- ｾ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ ｟ Ｎ ｟ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｂ Ｎ ｟ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ -- ..._---- ---_.,---- Ｍ ｾ ｟ Ｎ ｟ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ
WRITEC9,t0b)
ｾ ｟ ｟ ｟ ｟ ｟ ｟ _ wp, IT E ( 9 , 925)
DO ｾＷＲＵ J=l,KOUNT




---- - - -- A(5, J' =: 0.0---------------------- ---.------ --------- Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ ｾ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｎ
3725 ｉ ｅ ａ ｾ = IEAR+l




_______ lliRITE('1,992) ｕ ｎ ｏ Ｌ ｕ ｾ ｏ Ｌ ｕ ｎ ｏ Ｌ ｕ ｎ ｏ
CALL f1ILO (A,4)
IfAR ::I ISTATWR I TE ( 9 , 106) - ---- --- ---- - - - - ---
WRITE(9,'118)
DO 3150 ｊ ｾ ｬ Ｌ ｋ ｏ ｕ ｎ ｔ
SYJI::'.'qp(J)-WI eJ)
S\l.D:.IILJP (J) -wO (J)
SWA a WAPeJ)-WAeJ)
ｓ ｾ ｉ ｃ :: wrCP(J)-W!CeJ)
WRITE(9,891) IEAR,SwI,SWO,SWA,SWIC
- -- -- - - A ( 1 , J' ｾ S wI --- -- - - - ---- -- -- -- -- --
Ae2,J):;SWD
A ( 3 , J) :: S \II A--- -- -------- -- --
t. (IJ, J) ::SIHC
---- -- I EAR:: I EAQ +1-------------
3750 CONTINUE
\-IJ RI TE ( 9 , 1 " 6) - - - --- -
iIIRITEC9,918)
- WrnTE(9,982)--
ｗ ｾ ｉ ｔ ｅ Ｈ Ｙ Ｌ Ｙ Ｙ Ｒ Ｉ UNO,UNO,UNO,UNO




ｄ ｾ Ｓ ｡ ｾ Ｐ ｊ ］ ｬ Ｌ ｾ ｏ ｕ ｎ ｔ
KK = (J+3)/10+1
ENH : ｾｎｈ + ｔｉｎｈＨｋｋＩＪＱＮｾＳ
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5EP 11 16:37
__ ｾ EH :: EH + ｔｪｴｈＨｋｋＧＧｬｲｬｾｬＳ
SE = ＭｅｃＪｐｌｆＨｊＩＫＨｴｾｾＫｴｋＪｦｈＩ
_______ vlklif(9,'39j.?) ｈ Ｌ ａ ｾ Ｌ Ｑ ｽ ｾ ｓ ｃ Ｌ Ｎ ｊ Ｉ Ｌ ｦ ｎ ｴ Ｑ Ｌ ｴ ｈ Ｌ ｟ ｓ ｅ .. _
f< Ｈｾ , J ) ::: TVi S (J ) 11 [) 1 t l
_ . ._ ｩ ｾ (2 I J) :; f. ｾＬ H* 1 • f - 7_
ａＨＳｦｲｊＩＺＺｆｾＪＱＮ｛ＢＧＲ
________ A ( ii, J) :: S E 1; 1 • E -:5 _ _
It A ｾ＼ :l I E: Ii. R+ 1
___ Ｓ Ｘ Ｕ ｾ ｟ CCnilliJUl
h'RIiE (4, 11,'h)
___ ｾ I'J PI i E ( q , 916) . . -____________ __ __
ｾｾＡｦｩｉｬﾣ (Q, 962)






___ ｾ li-JR ITt (f), 106) ｟ ｾ .. . _
WRIH(9,gll!)
_________ 0 (l :HI I.i ｾｉ J:: 1 , K0 U1\ T . . _
F fA CT :: \' 1 (J) + i'J [1 ( J ) .. " A (J )
____PJ1"('1 :; FbCT/P,L(J)
r I ｾＢ r) ? :: F' At TIT ｾ Ｎ r. (J )
______ t'R I Tf_ (<, , 8 9 1LIE AR, FA CT ,P 11\:_0 1. P I ｾ D2 _
A(lvcl):fACT
______ ｾ ｟ A(2, J):; P UJI) 111 1. EO'S _
ａＨＳＯｊＩＺ［ｐｉｾｄＲＪＱＮｾｾ｢
______3 (4, J) :;,' • 0 _
IEH' = lE.AR+l
｟ ｾ ｂ ｾ e'.C () ｾｉ r I ﾷｾ｜ＮｉｦＬ
wFlJn (9, H'6)
____ -----.W RI TE ( q , 9 1 ｾＩ｟ _ ｾ｟｟｟｟｟ __
ｾｒｉｔｦＨｱＬｱｱＳＩ ｕｎｏＬｃｬｴｎｾｌＬｕｍｉｾｌｕ
_______ CAL L tH L.[: (A-I 3 L----------- Ｍ Ｍ Ｎ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ ｾ Ｍ Ｍ ---- ---------------- ---------------- __ ｾ --
• GO TO 1
___'I ｾ･ eJ_LON1.l NU[ __
C
--'-------- --- ----------.- --------------------------- - --- --.------------- -- ------------------
Ｑ ｾ Ｖ ｲ ﾷ ｄ ｾ ｴ Ｌ ａ ｔ Ｈ Ｑ ｩ Ｂ ｱ Ｌ Ｒ Ｐ ｸ Ｌ Ｇ ")
___112_F 0 R ｾＧＬ Ai (f X, I 2 L - ＭｾＭＭＭＭＭ ｾ｟Ｎ ｾ .. . ｟Ｍｾ
1 15 f () R 11 AT rH S • ｾ )
__"116F0 PrH T (t- E1e'. 3 ｾＭ｟Ｂ _
8 9 1 F() P i 1A T ( 1H ,! 5 , ｾ X I 6 (1 X, t. 1", • 3 , ｾ x))
__892 FrH,'rAT Ｈ Ｑ ｾ Ｎ ,15,5)(. ｾ (1 X, E10.3.2).) ) . __.__ _ ._____ _
8 q 3 F (1 P ｲｾ t-. T ( 1 ｾ , l 5 , 5 ｾ • 3 ( 1 .. , t 1 Ｚｾ • 3 , 2 -,. ) )
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